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The "Moroccan canvas" used in these purses is
fashioned with a traditional, high art technique
that produces soft, rich colors. Our purses are
well-made - they are made to last a lifetime!

This purse will comfortably hold one cell
phone, credit cards, makeup, sunscreen, small

items like your ID and coins etc. The large
purse measures 9.5"x13.5" and can be worn
as a clutch or business briefcase. It is made
from a waterproof, durable, tri-tone, metallic
microfiber. This bag is usually only found in

larger stores and shopping malls. The smaller
purse is a slim and sleek looking purse with

10"x9" dimensions. The small purse is
designed with a separate inside pocket, a

zipper that opens from both ends, a strap and
a key chain for extra security. The larger purse

is made in the same material as the larger
size purse with a zipper that opens from only
one end, a key chain and a shorter strap. All

our purses are well-made in the USA. They are
always available in sizes. If you are having
trouble with the sizing, just contact us.The

following instructions explain how to clean and
maintain a carpet. Pre-carpeting Preparation
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Before installing carpet, be sure to cover any
exposed wood or tile floors with wood or vinyl
floor covering, if they exist. This will prevent

moisture from getting into the subfloor. Cover
any electrical or plumbing outlets with a piece
of cardboard. You may also want to cover any

other exposed
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